From: Jeff Lewis <reformfaanow@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Aug 29, 2011 at 4:20 PM
Subject: Fwd: Did you ever see this step-3 denial from Castrellon?
To: Mark Wilson <mwilson@natcadc.org>, Jay Barrett <rkmedez@gmail.com>
Mark and Jay,
Mike Hull advised I need to coordinate with the two of you. The gist of this email string is that it
appears A WP-16 intentionally failed to serve a copy of a key grievance denial (for grievance
number 08-87720) to the Union, thus denying the Union knowledge of the grievance and an
opportunity to elevate. It has also become clear in just the past week that A WP-16 was generally
keeping NWP in the dark about the handling of my grievances and my improper removal. There
is a very winnable ULP here. I request that NATCA file a new ULP against FAA, so that this
matter can be resolved, and FAA officials can be brought to account.
Also, please advise the status of the 08-79364 arbitration. Last I heard the 10/26 and 10/27 dates
were likely being abandoned due to the withdrawal of AJ#l related to her broken leg. Please also
advise, are we pursuing any sort of discussions with higher level Agency officials to eliminate the
need for a Hearing by coming to a full and fair settlement agreement? The documentation for this
case (which can be refined considerably, given the latest records from Agency FOIA requests)
leaves no excuse for actions taken by Agency, and it would certainly be in their best interest to
clean up their act sooner, not later. Given no substantiation of Agency's ROI content, no prior
conduct history, no material misconducts, and light Agency discipline in other cases (e.g., see the
ATM Blank misconduct at TUS TRACON), and given that Agency records prove my filing
Grievance 08-79364 precipitated my firing, I should be put back to work in an appropriate duty.
So, I would like to know what is happening in this area, too.
Lastly, late last week I obtained a new cellphone and now have marginal but usable cell coverage
at my home ...and good coverage just down the road, if I need to relocate for a conversation. My
new phone number is 971-295-7669. Given the marginal coverage, email has to be my primary
form of communiciations so, if and when we need to talk, I would appreciate a brief advance
email advising a time to call your office (or to expect a call).
Thanks, and look forward to hearing from you.
Jeff Lewis

